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S/02/01724/FUL 

24th December 2002 

Mr And Mrs Sattar 
1 lmlach Place 
Motherwell 
MLI 3FD 

Removal of Conditions 2, 3 , 4  of Consent 540/91 

176 High Street Newarthill Motherwell Lanarkshire MLI 5JU 

29: Newarthill Councillor John Lafferty 

278671.659650 

S/PL/B/5/82(172)/JD/LG 

Planning permission granted on 4 March 1992 for the part change of 
use from a dwellinghouse to a shop, Application No. 540/91. The 
consent limited the use of the shop to the retail sale of fishing tackle 
goods only with opening hours between 9am to 6pm and that the 
consent solely enured for the benefit of the applicants 

Northern Area Local Plan - zoned as a Mixed Use Area 
Southern Area Local Plan Finalised Draft (Modified 2001) - zoned as 
Established Housing Areas 

No 

6 Representation Letters 

Not Required 

Comments: 

Planning consent is sought for the removal of conditions subject of planning consent 540/91 which 
limited the retail use of the premises exclusively to the sale of fishing tackle goods and to the applicant 
only, and limited opening hours to between 9am to 6pm. The removal of these conditions is sought to 
allow the premises at 176 High street, Newarthill to operate as a newsagents under different 
management and for an extended opening period. However, in the absence of any dedicated delivery 
andlor customer parking, it is considered that the location of the premises on the corner of the busy 
junction of Mosshall Street with High Street, coupled with the likelihood of increased passing trade, 
would pose a hazard in terms of highway safety as customers would have no option but to park in and 
around this junction. I therefore recommend that planning permission be refused. 

Recommendation: 

1, 

Refuse for the Following Reasons:- 

That the proposed newsagents is contrary to Policy TR13 'Assessing the Transport Implications 
of Development' of the emerging Southern Area Local Plan Finalised Draft (Modified 2001) by 
virtue of its location as there is no provision made for delivery and customer parking and vehicle 
manoeuvring all to the detriment of highway safety. 



PLANNING APPLICATION No S / 02/ 01724 I FUL 

REMOVAL OF CONDITIONS 2,3,4, OF CONSENT 540 I91 

176 HIGH STREET, NEWARTHILL * Representation 



Background Papers: 

Application form and plans received 23rd December 2002 

Memo from NLC Transportation Section received 18th February 2003 

Letter from Jamie Ross,2 Mosshall Grove, Newarthill, Motherwell, received 13th January 2003. 
Letter from Mathieson M. Ross,2 Mosshall Grove, Newarthill, Motherwell, received 13th January 2003. 
Letter from Neil Ross,2 Mosshall Grove, Newarthill, Motherwell received 13th January 2003. 
Letter from Margaret M. Ross,2 Mosshall Grove, Newathill, Motherwell received 13th January 2003. 
Letter from ken; Ferguson,l72 High Street, Newarthill, Motherwell, MLI 5JQ received 21 st January 
2003. 
Letter from Mr And Mrs R MacLeod,l76 High Street, Newarthill, MLI 5JQ received 21 st February 2003. 

Any person wishing to inspect these documents should contact Joanne Delaney at 01698 302137. 



APPLICATION NO. S1021017241FUL 

REPORT 

1. 

1 .I 

1.2 

1.3 

2. 

2.1 

3. 

3.1 

3.2 

Description of Site and Proposal 

The application site is located at the corner of Mosshall StreeffHigh Street, Newarthill. The 
premises currently operate partly as a fishing tackle shop with the accommodation located on 
the ground floor fronting High Street, whilst the remainder of the premises is still in residential 
use. The site lies within a mixed use area albeit the adjoining land use is predominantly 
residential. The Newarthill Inn, ‘Good Luck’ Chinese Takeaway and ‘Popin’ Convenience Store 
are the only other commercial premises located within 150 metres radius of the application site. 

Planning Consent 540/91 allowed the part change of use of the dwellinghouse to operate as a 
specialist shop trading in goods aimed specifically at coarse and competition anglers. 
Information provided at the time indicated that this specialist shop would be only the second of 
it‘s kind in Scotland. Whilst there were no dedicated parking facilities for the shop, it was 
considered that the shop would not be subject to custom from passing trade and thereby did not 
pose a hazard in terms of highway safety caused by on-street parking. Normally consent for 
part change of use to a shop could permit almost any type of shop e.g. newsagent, barber, 
hairdresser, but these types of outlet could have a detrimental effect on the area in terms of 
highway safety. In order that the Planning Authority retain control over this situation, the 
permitted use was restricted specifically to the sale or hire of angling goods and the consent 
granted to the applicant only, with opening hours limited to between 9am to 6pm. 

The new applicant seeks removal of these restrictions in order that the shop can operate as a 
newsagent and that the opening hours be extended to between 6am and 9pm. The remainder 
of the premises will continue to be in residential use. The applicant has confirmed that 
deliveries to the shop will be made from High Street as opposed to the rear of the premises to 
reduce nuisance to the residential neighbours. 

Development Plan 

This application raises no strategic issues and can therefore be assessed in terms of the local 
plan polices. The adopted Northern Area Local Plan zones the site as a Mixed Use Area. The 
emerging Southern Area Local Plan Finalised Draft (Modified 2001) zones the site as an 
Established Housing Area. More specifically to this .development, Policy TRI 3 ‘Assessing the 
Transport Implications of Development’ of the Finalised Draft Local Plan lists the criteria which 
should be taken into account in assessing the transport impacts of development. Such criteria 
include the provisions made for parking and vehicle manoeuvring and the impact on road 
safety. 

Consultations and Representations 

NLC Transportation Section objected to the proposal on the grounds that the use of the 
premises as a newsagent could lead to vehicles parking at and around the junction of High 
Street and Mosshall Street. This could lead to visibility and manoeuvring difficulties to the 
detriment of road safety. 

Five letters of objection (four received from the same address) and one letter of support were 
received. The objectors concerns can be summarised as follows:- 

* That deliveries to the rear of the premises would cause nuisance in terms of noise pollution 
and that the access road is unsuitable for this purpose and title deeds restrict parking to one 
vehicle per household; 

That operating as a newsagents will lead to traffic problems due to vehicles parking at the 
shop to the detriment of road safety, and that vehicles parked on Mosshill Street when the 
shop was open previously; and 



e There would be an overprovision of newsagents in the area as another is located only 50 
metres westward. 

3.3 The letter of support was received from the previous applicant who managed the fishing tackle 
shop. Their grounds of support for the newsagents can be summarised as follows:- 

The building was built as a commercial property over 100 years ago and has been in 
commercial use for all but two years of its existence; 

0 They were not informed of the excessive restrictions placed on the planning consent as their 
agent did not forward this information onto them; 

0 There is now less traffic at this location following the creation of the by-pass between 
Newhouse and Motherwell and following the closure of Ravenscraig; 

0 The proposal does not constitute over-provision as there are only two similar shops within 
the first mile; and 

That the shop has been lying empty for over a year and is now being vandalised. 

4. Plannina Assessment and Conclusions 

4.1 Planning consent 540/91 specifically restricted the use of the premises to a fishing tackle shop 
as it was envisaged that parking problems would not result from this specialist use. 
Furthermore, such a restriction would allow The Planning Authority the opportunity to re-assess 
the situation should an alternative commercial use be proposed. The use of the premises as a 
newsagent would undoubtedly attract a greater volume of passing trade as is inherent with such 
businesses and in the absence of any parking facilities, would lead customers to park in and 
around the junction of Mosshall Street with the ‘A’ class High Street, to the detriment of road 
safety. On-street parking is highly evident at the existing ‘Popin’ newsagents located 50 metres 
to the west and it is likely that the same situation would result at the application site. The 
proposal is therefore considered to contravene Policy TRI 3 of the Finalised Draft Local Plan and 
is significant enough to justify recommending refusal of the application. 

4.2 With regard to the objections, I have the following comments to make. The concerns over 
parking and road safety are shared and are dealt with above. With regard to delivery 
arrangements for the shop, the applicant has confirmed that deliveries would not be made at the 
rear, but rather, at the front of the property on High Street. Finally, issues regarding over- 
provision of facilities is only relevant in planning t,erms if it is considered that it would have a 
detrimental affect on the character and amenity of the area. In this instance, there is only one 
other newsagents in the vicinity and as such is not considered a problem. 

4.3 With regard to the terms of support raised by the previous applicant, I have the following 
comments to make. Whilst the property may have been built 100 years ago for commercial use 
and has been in this use for some time, consideration must be given to the requirements is 
terms of road safety as advocated today, derived from increased car ownership and utilisation. 
With regard to receipt of planning permission, it is Council protocol to forward all 
correspondence to the agent acting on the applicants behalf, should one be employed. 
Thereafter, it is the responsibility of the agent to pass this information to their client(s). With 
regard to traffic generation, it may be the case that the creation of the Holytown/Carfin link road 
and the closure of Ravenscraig have lessened the throughput of traffic through Newarthill but 
High Street is an A class road and is still the main route through the settlement and as such is 
still subject to a significant level of traffic. Issues of newsagent provision is dealt with above in 
paragraph 4.2. Finally, whilst the shop may have been lying vacant for over a year and is now 
being vandalised, it is not acceptable to allow an inappropriate use of the premises simply to 
address the occupancy status. 



4.4 Having taken all matter into account, I consider that the hazard posed to road safety resulting 
from the proposal is significant and outweighs all other considerations. I therefore recommend 
that planning permission be refused. 


